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ABSTRACT 
Today as more and more IT organizations look ways to consolidate databases, database cloud model is being increasingly 
adapted. Hosting many databases with different SLAs, high availability becomes extremely critical to a database cloud. This 
session will discuss how to design and implement such a database cloud infrastructure to meet SLAs. It will cover the 
architecture design options to ensure HA of the entire stack. This presentation will also discuss how to leverage some of 
Oracle 12c HA database features including Application Continuity and Transaction Guard to ensure application HA; rolling 
upgrade to avoid DB downtime by ASM; Oracle Clusterware troubleshooting using newly enhanced 12c Cluster Heath 
Monitor (CHM). 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
This presentation and whitepaper is dedicated to Oracle DBAs and Database architect who like to explore the high availability 
features in Oracle database 12c and how to use these features to achieve high availability in database cloud environment. 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Today as more and more IT organizations look ways to consolidate databases, database cloud model is being increasingly 
adapted. Hosting many databases with different SLAs, high availability becomes extremely critical to a database cloud. This 
session will discuss how to design and implement such a database cloud infrastructure to meet SLAs. It will cover the 
architecture design options to ensure HA of the entire stack. This presentation will also discuss how to leverage some of 
Oracle 12c HA database features including Application Continuity and Transaction Guard to ensure application HA; rolling 
upgrade to avoid DB downtime by ASM; Oracle Clusterware troubleshooting using newly enhanced 12c Cluster Heath 
Monitor (CHM). 

COLLABORATE Abstract 

Would you like to explore the new high availability features in Oracle database 12c ?  When you design a cloud base solution 
for Oracle database, what are the architecture considerations as well implementations best practices  you need to adapt to 
ensure the high availability of the database cloud? Come to this session to get the answers for these questions.   

White Paper 

Would you like to explore the new high availability features in Oracle database 12c ?  When you design a cloud base solution 
for Oracle database, what are the architecture considerations as well implementations best practices you need to adapt to 
ensure the high availability of the database cloud? This whitepaper will  cover the answers to these questions.  
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BACKGROUND 

High Availability for Database Cloud 
The Journey to Database Cloud starts with solving Challenges to the traditional computing architecture. The first step is to 
find a way to consolidate multiples databases into  a multitenant architecture .  

 

 
 

As a continuous steps to the cloud, on this the multitenant architecture, we can continue to achieve the milestones such as:   

 Integrate all the resources to allow provisioning on demand: dynamically provisioning to meet the workload 
needs 

 Provide Database as a Service (DBaaS)/ Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 Provide Measuring and Charge back service 

 

In such a multitenant cloud like architecture that consolidats  many databases services, it is even more challenge to  meet the 
high availability requirements for  all the database services that are hosted in the cloud infrastructure.  In a typical IT 
department,  high availability requirement is defined by Service Level Agreement s(SLAs), the  HA goal is to meet SLA 
requirement. As most high availability solution usually involves high cost, most IT department has to balance between the 
availability and implementation cost. It is very common to see that  SLA is defined by percentage of the availability time, for 
example, 99.95%, which means by annual only 4 hrs. 22 minutes downtime is allowed for the system. SLA also specifies the 
where the download is allowed. For example, the downtime window is first Saturday: 8pm-10pm every quarter.   The challenge 
to  meet the high availability requirements of all databases in a consolidated database environment are: 

  

 Great business impact as the  shared infrastructure time will cause all the downtime for all the databases.    

  Databases may have different  SLAs for different business and they operate on different time zones  

 Infrastructure downtime means downtime for all the databases 

 Very difficult to find the downtime for maintenance that meets  every database’s SLA  

 

Learner will be able to: 

 Learn the Database cloud design : high availability  requirements and how to make the right architecture design  and 
different database consolidation models and their comparisons and implementation method 

 Learn new  Oracle 12c new features for database cloud HA such as application continuity and  new Oracle 12c RAC 
Flex architecture for database high availability. 

 Learn the HA best practices and troubleshooting skills for database cloud.  
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Before we explore the solutions for HA, we can categorizes causes of impacting system availability. WE 

  Service outage by unplanned downtime of hardware or software failure, human error, nature disaster, etc. 

   Service disruption by planned downtime such as hardware/software upgrade, patching and migration from old 

 system to new system service performance degradation: violate performance SLA for example, 99% transactions 

finished in a 2 seconds window. 

On this paper, we will focus on tthe first two causes. 

 

With the analysis of the various root causes of the potential downtime, we can start with how to architect a High Availability 
Cloud Infrastructure 

 Design a highly available cloud architecture  

 Architect infrastructure to reduce unplanned outage 

 Implement  methods/options to minimize planned downtime 

 Use configuration and implementation best practices for HA 

 Administration and troubleshooting tips for High Availability 

 Establish the pre-active real time monitoring system 

 

Next session we will discuss the database cloud architecture options to achieve high availability 

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AND EXAMPLES 
 

Database Cloud Architecture Design 

 

In this session we discuss various architecture options for high available Database Cloud Architecture Design: 

 

The first option is Oracle Real Application Clusters (RA) . Oracle RAC is active-active cluster database mode:  

• Based on share everything clustering architecture  

• Protect database availability against  up to N-1 server failure  

• Reduce planned downtime for hardware, OS, software upgrade  

• Add node or remove node based on demand of capacity  

• Application load balancing  

• Provide high availability and scalability architecture 
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Illustration. 1: Oracle RAC for high availability, scalability and flexibility 

 

The Oracle RAC Stack is composed of two major components 

 Oracle Grid Infrastructure  which includes Oracle Clusterware and  ASM  

 Oracle RAC coordinates and synchronize multiple DB instances through Cache Fusion technology  

The following diagram illustrates the structure of these two components: 

 

 
 

Illustration. 2: Oracle RAC Architecture and Components 

 

 

Oracle 12cR1 Flex Clusters 

 

Until Oracle 12c, the Oracle Clusterware requires that all RAC nodes tightly-connected and All nodes directly connected to 
storage. This leads to N * (N-1)/2 interconnect paths 

and  total N storage paths. These requirements prevent the cluster to go beyond of 100 nodes. As for a 100 node cluster, it will 
have 100 * 99/2 = 4950 interconnects and 100 storage connections which is very difficult and  to scale out. To be able to scale 
out to more nodes much beyond 100, Oracle 12c RAC introduced a new two-layered hub-and–spoke topology called Flex 
Clusters. As shown in the following Illustration 4: A Flex Cluster consists of the type of nodes: Hub nodes and Leaf nodes: 

 

Hub Node: all the nodes are interconnected and directly connected to the shared storage 

     directly connected to the shared storage                                  

Leaf Node are connected their dedicated Hub node, no storage connection is required. A Leaf node with storage access can be 
converted to a Hob node. 

With this architecture, A Flex Cluster can be scaled to 64 Hub nodes and total 2000 nodes (Hub node and Leaf nodes 
together) 

  

 Oracle RAC one node : 

Oracle RAC one node database is an active-passive database. It is a single node database on Clusterware and  no load 
balancing between nodes. It requires the same system architecture as RAC: network/storage . To configure this architecture, 
you need to install Oracle Grid Infrastructure and RAC on all nodes and specify RAC One node Database during the database 
creation 
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Illustration. 3: Oracle RAC one node for high availability 

 

 

With RAC one node, you protect database against server failure with VIP automatic failover and reduce planned downtime by  
pnline relocating database to another  node for hardware, OS, database software upgrade 

 

   $srvctl relocate database –d <dbname> -n <nodename> -w -15  

 RAC and RAC one node can be switched back and forth:  

  Convert to RAC from RAC one node 

 

   $ srvctl convert database -d <dbname> -c RAC -n <nodename> 

  $srvctl add instance -d <dbname> -i <instname> -n <nodename> 

  Convert to RAC one node from RAC 

   $srvctl remove instance -d <dbname> -i <instname> 

   $ srvctl convert database -d <dbname> -c RAC -n <hostname> 

 

Why do we want to use  RAC one node: It is a low cost alternative to RAC. The license cost per processor for RAC one node 
is $10k while  vs. 23k for Oracle  RAC Enterprise License. For a  two nodes with 2 X8 core servers,  RAC one node is $80K  
but for RAC EE license the license cost is $512K.  

 

Another architecture option is Oracle VM  as Oracle VM provides HA against physical server failure . The database 
consolidation architecture based on Oracle VM has the following characteristics:  
 

  Databases  run on virtual machine 

  High isolation: each database runs on a dedicated OS 

  Lower efficiency: extra overhead on OS, database instance 

  Virtual machines run on a pool of VM servers (VM server pool) 

  Virtual machines can be failed over or migrate to different physical   server to reduce planned/unplanned downtime 
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Illustration. 4: Oracle VM provide the VM  faiover    

 

Database Cloud Consolidation Methods 

 

After we discussed the HA architecture options for Database cloud, let’s discuss what are the options and method to 
consolidate multiple databases in a multitenant cloud architecture.  

Multitenant Architecture for Database Consolidations can be done on multiple levels without multiple options.  Each option 
focus on its particular level Consolidation and abstraction as shown below: 

 

 

     
Illustration. 5: Different level of consolidation 

 

 

When we  select different consolidation models, we need to consider the requirements of level of isolation between the 
databases for  security, HA, manageability and the efficiency of resource utilizations and admin cost. As shown below, The 
method with higher efficiency such as Database schema or pluggable database method have less isolation the different user 
databases may share database container and database instance and OS. The server method such as virtualization provide a 
higher isolation as different databases only share physical servers and they are running on separate OS and database instance. 
But these methods have to pay for extra resources to run multiple database instances and OS. 
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Illustration. 6: Efficiency vs Isolation for  the consolidation mode. 

This is an example of consolidating  multiple Oracle E-Business applications databases in a single Cluster environment: 

 

 

 
 

Illustration. 7: An example of consolidating multiple Oracle EBS databases. 

 

 

As shown above, multiple databases (Single/RAC/ RAC one node) on a single cluster. And this cluster can  have multiple 
versions Oracle Homes on 11g R2 Clusterware. This real example consolidates more than 100 Oracle EBS Databases. Since 
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this cluster was based on 11gR2 stack, Oracle EBS databases have specific schema structure, we had to prepare each dedicated 
database for each Oracle E-Business applications. As a result, this cluster consolidated more than 100 databases . 

 

We are planned to move this cluster architecture to Oracle 12c by adapting Oracle 12c pluggable architecture. Under the new 
Oracle 12c, the  consolidating Oracle database cluster will have a new architecture like this: 

 

 

 
 

    

Illustration. 8: Consolidating databases with Oracle 12c Pluggable Database. 

 

In this architecture, each CDB can have multiple PDBs each of which host an Oracle EBS database.   

 

Consolidating database with Oracle VM 

 

Oracle VM also provides a method to consolidate multiple databases in to a multitenant architecture. Each physical server can 
run consolidate multiple virtual machines . Oracle VM also can work with Oracle RAC in the architecture as shown in below: 
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Illustration. 9: Consolidating databases with Oracle VM + Oracle RAC. 

 

This architecture have the following characteristics: 

 

 Consolation of multiple RAC databases in fewer physical servers 

 Each database instance runs on its own VM independently 

 One database instance node eviction will not impact other databases 

 Less impact of downtime during OS and Oracle software upgrade 

 Easy provisioning with Oracle VM templates  

 Only need to pay for the licenses based on  virtual CPUs  

 Overhead on OS, database Instances and extra maintenance costs 

 

 

Now we have the three difference models. Each has this own usage: 

 

High Availability Infrastructure Configuration 

 

As we discussed the HA considerations for architecture design and the methods to consolidate multiple databases in the 
cluster architecture, this session will discuss how to construct   a solid infrastructure for the cloud environment. 

 

 

First let’s examine  the storage configuration for high availability: Storage HA plays a key role in the infrastructure HA . It is 
important to  ensure the  redundant IO paths from servers to  storage array. The diagram below shows a typical  Fibre SAN 
configuration for a Cloud like architecture: 
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Illustration. 10: HA hardware design and configiuration 

 

From each server, there are two complete redundant IO paths which can tolerate any a complete set of component failure: 
one HBA card, one Switch, one storage controller  and few disk drivers (with a proper Storage RAID configuration). 

 

As shown the figure above, each server has multiple physical paths to the storage: 

            (HBA1, Switch1, Volume),  

            (HBA1, Switch2, Volume),  

            (HBA2, Switch1, Volume),  

            (HBA2, Switch2, Volume). 

On OS level, you will see multiple devices for the same volumes such as /dev/sdb and /dev/sdc. 

On OS level, we usually use  multipathing software to group the redundant IO paths to the same storage volume. On Linux,  
the Linux Device Mapper  (DM) is such as software that we may use to group them together to alias Data1. The following 
multipath.conf file specifies the mapping.Foe example we can add this entry to the multipath.conf to establish the mapping 
from volume with the SCSI id 36090a028e093fc906099540639aa2149 to storage alias: Data1. 

   multipath { 

           wwid   36090a028e093fc906099540639aa2149  #<---- for sdb  and sdc 

            alias  data1 } 

          } 

To establish the mapping, start the multipathd 

  #service multipathd restart 

Then you can see the device  

            ls -lt /dev/mapper/* dev/mapper/data11 

         brw-rw---- 1 root disk 253,  8 Feb 18 02:02 /dev/mapper/data1 

 

The second important area that is related to high availability of the Oracle RAC cluster the the private interconnect. It is 
recommended that two dedicated redundant switches are used for the cluster private interconnect These two switches should 
be connected with the Ethernet network cards in the servers as shown the following figure: 
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Illustration. 11: Redundant Private Network configuration 

 

You have a choice to bond the two network interfaces using OS bonding such as Linux bonding or you 

can use Oracle Highly Available Virtual IP (HAIP) which will do the bonding for you. 

 

 

Oracle RAC database can also be built on an Oracle VM environment.  The requirement for having redundant storage IO 
paths and redundant private interconnects also apply to the Oracle VM environment. The following diagram shows how to 
prepare the Oracle VM server infrastructure for Oracle RAC. 

 
 

Illustration. 12: Oracle VM server configuration for HA Database infrasturcture 

 

And to prepare Oracle virtual machines as Oracle RAC nodes, you need to prepare the networks and storage access for the 
virtual machines: 
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Illustration. 12: storage and network configuration of Oracle RAC on Oracle VM system   

 

Achieving High Availability with Oracle RAC  

 

This session discusses how Oracle RAC provides the high availability by preventing unplanned downtime due to the hardware 
of software component failure., 

 

Oracle RAC provides the following features for preventing unplanned downtime: 

  

Virtual IP (VIP) automatic failover by Oracle Clusterware  without waiting for TCP/IP timeout . With this feature, in case a 
node failure,  the VIP of the failed node will be fail over to other node. The application connections using this VIP will be 
failed over to other node. As the local listener on the other rndoe doesn’t listen the  connection failed over from other node, 
the application will immediately got disconnected without waiting for the TCP/IP timeout. This will notify other failover 
mechanisms mentioned below  to reconnect the applications to the other survived node.    

 

Transparent Application Failover (TAF):  It is a client side failover. You can specify  how to failover query to the surviving 
node. TAF is relatively easy to configure; however, this feature requires the OCI (Oracle Call Interface) library and doesn’t 
work with a JDBC thin driver. If the session fails in the middle of executing a DML or DDL or a PL/SQL program such as a 
stored procedure, a function, or a package, it will receive the ORA-25408 error, and the database will roll back the transaction. 

 

 Fast Connect Failover (FCF) provide a better way to fail over and recover the database connection transparently during an 

instance failure. Database clients which  registered with Fast Application Notification (FAN) get  notified the up and down 
event and react accordingly.  failover works for most database clients: JDBC, OCI,, UCP, etc 

 

Application Continuity (AC) of Oracle 12: In pre–Oracle 12c Database, if an instance fails, applications may not know the 
outcome of a failed transaction and may end up resubmitted the application.  To ensure that applications are minimally 
impacted in the event of node failure or instance failure, Oracle 12c 

introduces a new solution called Application Continuity (AC) . This new feature masks recoverable outages from end-users 
and applications by replaying the database request at another Oracle RAC instance (for RAC) or another database for the 
standby database. This feature is designed to preserve the commit outcome and ensure application continuity for both 
unplanned and planned downtime. With this feature the end-users and applications no longer need to resubmit the transaction 
after the database instance failure. Application Continuity (AC) is totally transparent to the application. 
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Reducing planned downtime for upgrade 

 

In Oracle RAC database environment, you can the several ways to reduce the downtime for database upgrade depending on 
the natural of the upgrade patches. 

 

In Oracle database there is a special type patch called Online patches. These   Online patches can be applied to a running 
database. The patches contain a single shared library, and do not require shutting down  the instance or relinking the Oracle 
binary to apply the patches. Be aware that this online patch is also available to non RAC database. To check if patch is a online 
applicable, run this command and you will see the following results: 

 

    $ opatch query -all online 

 

         ….. "Patch is a rolling patch: true.“ 

            Rollback all the online patch and reapply the offline version at next downtime  

           Refer MOS note: 761111.1 

 

It is recommended that next time once you have a downtime window, rollback this patch and apply it in a normal way. 

 

The most important feature that Oracle RAC provides to reduce the planed downtime is this rolling upgrade. With this 
feature, we can apply these rolling upgradable patch  one database instance at a time.  

This feature allows you shutdown one RAC database instance while other RAC instances  are functioning:   In this way you 
can move the database connections to other RAC instance before you start patching the instance and then after that you can 
move the database connections back before you patch other RAC instance. Rolling upgrade can be used for the upgrade of the 
following components:  

 Server hardware, firmware, BIOS, OS  

  rolling upgrade of Oracle Clusterware and ASM  

  rolling upgrade  of RAC: database patch, PSU, CPU patches   

 

The rolling upgrade process in RAC follows the  steps below: 

•   Relocate the database connections to the other instance 

•   Shutdown (DB/OS/Server) , upgrade, restart  

•   Repeat on other nodes. 

 

Before you start using the rolling upgrade process, you need to make sure the patch is rolling upgrade by checking the patch. 
The method to verify a patch is rolling upgradable: 

 

   

      $opatch query –all <Patch_location> | grep rolling 

    …. “Patch is a rolling patch: true.” 

 

And another important requirement for applying rolling upgrade patch is that all the Oracle RAC software has to be local, not 
shared Oracle Home. 

 

  

Rolling database Upgrade to reduce downtime. 
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A large amount of databases patches  not rolling upgradeable, as they may need to upgrade the database catalog which is 
shared by all the database instances. For those database patches, we still have a way to apply them without requiring 
applications downtime. This method is based on Oracle Data guard and Data Guard SQL apply and transient Logical Standby 
feature. The following diagram shows how this process works: 

 

  
 

Illustration. 13: Implement Rolling Database upgrade using Data Guard SQL apply and transient Logical Standby feature 

 

 

For details of this method, you can refer to Oracle support note: MOS note #949322.1 

 

 

 

 

 

Oracle RAC Troubleshooting and health Check 

 

This session will discuss the RAC Troubleshooting process and the a few very useful tools.  

 

 

One of frequently used tool is the Clusterware health Verification Utility : CLUFY.  The cluvfy utility can be used for many 
different options for diffewrent purpose. One of the nice option is to verifiy Clusterware, RAC best practices, mandatory 
requirements and collect the detailed report of your cluster  

$./cluvfy comp healthcheck –collect cluster –bestpractice –html 

 

The report is an html format like these. And you can click the html link to get further details. 
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Illustration. 15: CLUFY Html format report 

 

Another useful tool is Oracle RACcheck . Oracle RACcheck is a RAC Configuration Audit tool  designed to audit various 
important configuration settings within a Real Application Clusters (RAC), Oracle Clusterware (CRS), Automatic Storage 
Management (ASM) and Grid Infrastructure environment. It can check OS kernel parameters , OS packages , Many other OS 
configuration settings important to RAC, CRS/Grid Infrastructure, RDBMS, ASM and Database parameters. To invoke the 
tool run ./raccheck as the owner of Oracle RAC software user such as Oracle. Check Oracle support note  MOS note ID 
1268927.1, to download the tool and get more details about the tool. 

–    

CHM (Cluster Health Monitor) is the tool that can be used to detect and analyze OS and Cluster’s resource related 
degradations and failure. This tool consists of  a set of tools tracing OS resource consumptions. These tools collect OS metrics 
of  resource consumption and store them in a repository. CHM has been significantly  enhance in Oracle 12c. Now Oracle 12c 
CHM  consists three components: 

• osysmond: System Monitor Service process on each node monitor and collects real time OS metric 
data and send to Ologgerd 

• ologgerd: cluster logger service, one for each 32 node 

• Grid Infrastructure Management Repository (the CHM repository): central repository to store 
metrics data 

 

As a part of CHM, Grid Infrasturcture Management Repository (GIMR) is a single node Oracle database owned by run by 
grid user. It is installed  one of the cluster nodes:  

  

During the  clusterware installation you have an option to choose whether or not you want to configure Grid Infrastructure 
management repository.  
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Illustration. 16: Select GI Management Repository  

 

 

This repository database  run on the same node as the one that runs the ologgerd  service to reduce the traffic .  By default this  
database is stored in same location of OCR/Voting disks. To check the configuration and  location of the GIMR, run the 
command: 

  

$ oclumon manage -get repsize reppath alllogger -details 

CHM Repository Path = +DATA1/_MGMTDB/DATAFILE/sysmgmtdata.260.807876429 

CHM Repository Size = 38940 

Logger = knewracn1 

Nodes = knewracn1,knewracn2,knewracn4,knewracn7,knewracn5,knewracn8,knewracn6 

 

And you can use OCLUMON tool to manage the size and retention of the repository 

 

The diagcollecton.pl utility is to collect the CHM data from repository database.   To use this utility, you first need to the 
master node of the cluster with $ oclumon manage -get master, then you login to the master node as the root and run the 
command: 

diagcollection.pl -collect -crshome  <CRS_HOME> 

This command  produces four .gz files which include various log files for diagnosis.  

 

 

Node Eviction: 

 

ode Eviction is a way that was designed to prevent the Cluster split brain condition in which a node failure partitions the 
cluster into  multiple  sub-clusters without knowledge of the existence of others.  The cluster split brain condition could 
potentially lead to the consequence of  data collision and corruption. Oracle RAC has adapted the IO fencing mechanism to 
fence the failed node off from all the IOs: with the algorithm called STOMITH  (Shoot The Other Machine In The Head. As 
a result of this algorithm, Oracle RAC will pick a cluster node as a victim to evict or  reboot.  The potential causes can be not 
responding network heartbeat, disk heartbeat, a  hung node or hung ocssd.bin process. Once the node eviction condition is 
identified, Oracle RAC always keeps the largest cluster possible up and evict other nodes. A  two node RAC case, Oracl keep 
the lowest  number node up and evict other. Oracle uses  two CSS heartbeats and misscounts  to detect node eviction 

• Network HeartBeat (NHB) over private interconnect to check node membership; misscount: 30 secs  

• Disk heartbeat : between the cluster node and voting disk: misscount: 200 secs    

        

Once a node eviction occurs, DBAs need to identify the root cause of the node eviction and prevent it from happening again.  

 Common causes for OCSSD eviction is either  network failure in which network latency exceeds CSS miscount 30 seconds  
or the accessing disk issue  which causes CSS misscount 200 sec OCSSD failure, 
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Common causes of CSSDAGENT OR CSSDMONITOR  eviction can be OS scheduler problem caused by OS locked up in 
driver or hardware or  the heavy loads; thread of CSS demon hung 

 

It also helps to review the log files, refer to metalink note [1050693.1] for details. 

 

 

The rest of the sessions will discuss three Node Eviction Diagnosis Examples  

• Case 1 :Node 2 was rebooted in a 2-node cluster on Linux: OCSSD log: We found the following error on the 
$CRS_HOME/log/<hostname>/cssd/ocssd.log file in Node1: 

 
Apparently, the node eviction was caused by the interconnect network error. 
 

 

 

 Case 2: node 1 reboot: $CRS_HOME/log/<hostname>/cssd/ocssd.log file. In this case,  

Cluster node lost access to voting file, which means the shared storage access issue. 

 
 

Case 3: One node rebooted once a month in  11 nodes cluster:  We found this error in 

 /var/log/message: 

Jul 23 11:15:23 racdb7 logger: Oracle clsomon failed with fatal status 12. 

Jul 23 11:15:23 racdb7 logger: Oracle CSSD failure 134. 

Jul 23 11:15:23 racdb7 logger: Oracle CRS failure.  Rebooting for cluster integrity 

     ------ OCSSD log: $CRS_HOME/log/<hostname>/cssd/ocssd.log file 

[    CSSD]2011-07-23 11:14:49.150 [1199618400] >WARNING: 

clssnmPollingThread: node racdb7 (7) at 90% heartbeat fatal, eviction in 0.550   seconds 

  … 

  [    CSSD]2011-07-23 11:15:19.079 [1220598112] >TRACE:    
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    clssnmDoSyncUpdate: Terminating node 7, racdb7, misstime(60200) state(3) 

 

        this clearly indicated that the private network issues. 

 

 

REFERENCES 

Site all references here and suggest additional resources. 


